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Abstract— A computer can only understand data digital data in the form of 1s and 0s while the human mind can
comprehend only in natural language. To implement a universal, common dialect for both machine and man, there are
only two solutions: One, teach men to process in binary language or two, program a computer to grasp the natural
language. Out of these two options, the former is infeasible because the average human brain is not so well developed as to
perform such a task. Therefore, a rush to program a computer to understand natural language is under rigorous
research. Because of the sheer availability of massive amount of data, this theory is first being implemented in large scale
on The Internet. This requires the transformation of the currently used Web 2.0 to the new age Internet, Web 3.0 or
Semantic Web as it is most commonly called. Although its development is in its primitive stages, the possible applications
of Semantic Web are a popular area of research. This paper discusses ideas to incorporate the advantages of Semantic
Web into the already existing system of different domains over The Internet.
IndexTerms— Semantic Web, Web 3.0, Medical care, E Learning, Search Engine.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semantic Web according to the World Wide Consortium is defined as a tool that "provides a common framework that
allows data to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries". With the recent enthusiasm
towards Artificial Intelligence, Semantic Web is the next step into machine learning. The goal of Semantic Web is to create a
web of data inter-connected in a way whereby the computer can skillfully extract the necessary information and process it
as required.
The Internet today is tailored for human use and not computer. This means that although a computer may watch a video,
listen to music and read a web page, only a human will be able to comprehend the contents of the same. Similarly, a human
user has to go through a number of old e-mails to answer questions like ‘Will I be available on the coming Thursday
between 4 and 6 for my dentist’s appointment?’ Semantic Web promises to not only answer this question but also arrange
an appointment with the dentist after connecting with the doctor’s availability calendar.
The Semantic Web would convert the present day document centric internet to a data centric Web of Data type of
internet. Since research is in its primitive form, and as discussed in Paper 11 there are a number of problems while
implementing the Semantic Web. Along with that, there are an equal number of applications of the same. Hence, we need to
bring down the drawbacks until the variety of applications over weigh the shortcomings of Semantic Web.
The idea is to unite all of this to one common framework where the users are provided with not only correct but also
only the necessary information.

Semantic Web uses a number of technologies such as Resource Description Framework (RDF),
SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL), Web Ontology Language (OWL), and Simple Knowledge Organization
System (SKOS). Each of these has been used separately with special emphasis on how it will be used for the advancement of
services on Semantic Web.
II. MEDICAL SCIENCES
The most important application of Semantic Web will be its use in Medical Science. The biggest challenge when dealing
with biomedical data is that the data needs to be integrated from various disparate sources.
For example when discoveries need to be made in the medical field, it would be helpful if all information about the
interconnections between genes, proteins, vitamins, tissues, functions of organs, cells and chemical processes are all
available and can be integrated [1]. Semantic web can make this possible. Another source of useful insight is provided by [2]
which introduce the Dartgrid which is an application development framework together with a set of semantic tools to
facilitate the integration of heterogeneous relational databases using semantic web technologies using Dynamic Semantic
Query interface.
[3] shows how a neurology researcher, Ann, will be able to manage various tasks that deal with her research- all at once.
When writing a research paper, she will have to explore a vast amount of data, summarize them manually, collect all the
valid information for her research, re-enter data elsewhere and she might even have to correlate subjects that do not seem
cogent at all. The paper then talks about a Semantically designed ‘Paper Writing Workspace’ where she is able to deal with
this huge volume of data as well as manage certain other personal work and email notifications all at once. The papr also
shows the various transitions made from the initial workspace to the final one where the final workspace has a number of
layout specifications, menus, options and other buttons/keys to customize the window to her specific needs. This is the
beauty of Semantic Web.
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A patient’s records can all be stored in a structured database. This would help detect any illness based on patient history.
Medication can also be administered to the patients based on past records. Another important phase that Semantic web can
be used in is Diagnosis. A user could report his/her ailments while semantic web could help determine the cause for these
ailments based on patient history, history of other patients with similar ailments and a redefined database with symptoms
and diseases. Clinithink is one example of an intelligent system that uses a similar kind of mechanism.
There are websites available[4] where different medical data are mapped together under a common interface. RDF, OWL
and each of the sub parts of the Semantic Web will help achieve this goal of mapping data from different sources together.
Combining metadata with Ontology, it creates a vocabulary to link different Medical data and collaborated them on one
single website.
Imaging poses a problem of being translated and applied to non-imaging biomedical data. A medical image annotation
technique as proposed by [5] where the different attributes of an image are observed (like size, density, length, breadth,
etc.). This is then compared with the database of the imaging system itself. For example, different tissues of our body have
different densities. So will the image of these tissues. This comparison helps us to semantically use images and use them
effectively during medical research.
The recent surge in knowledge especially in the field of biomedicine is rapidly accelerating on the Web. This has developed
the idea of e-Science which has lead to reconstructing the Internet Semantically in order to match the growing needs of bio
medical researchers.

III. E LEARNING
E-Learning is one domain that is seeing rapid developments every single day. One of the first requirements of an ELearning system to flourish, an open intelligent educational environment must be created.
Sophisticated eLearning mechanisms are realised by summarising a framework for Semantic Web architecture. Also, a
number of issues related to eLearning using semantic Web Technologies have been discussed. In conclusion, the paper
discusses the model and lists all the future work that can be made in the model [6].
E-Learning should be personalised. The system should be capable of delivering results in response to each student’s needs
and tastes. These set of likes or dislikes should even be based on past records. Observations made during the course of a
student’s learning should all be made a note of and the system should be able to model a learner’s current profile [7]. This
way, it can even suggest possible courses for each student.
Three stages are identified when it comes to learning – pre-learning, learning and Post-Learning stages. Each of these stages
is used in a semantically designed E Learning system so that the computer may learn about the interest of each of the
learners. This concept is explained by [8] using services like Learning Object Metadata(LOM), Sharable Content Object
Reference Model (SCORM), Learning Design and other pedagogy research in semantic e-learning
A mechanism to introduced a web based learning can also be introduced such as the one suggested by [9]. First, the
contents of a learning system are divided into two categories- learning services and assessment services. A teacher can
upload documents in many formats. Students’ behaviour is continuously observed using the assessment services and the
instructor searches for appropriate content for each student specific to his/her needs. These query results are stored in the
student’s database and may be used in the future. A structural metadata is created for the different subjects/ domains of
interest for each student.
All the above mechanisms may improve the current education scenario. This would connect students from the most remote
areas of a country and bring education to their door steps.

IV. SEARCH ENGINE
Today’s search engines aim at assimilating the pages with the maximum number of ‘hits’ in the quickest possible time.
What we do not know, is whether these ‘hit’ pages are relevant to the search request. We can take advantage of the
Semantic Web technology to obtain cogent results depending on the request sent by each user.
One such search engine developed in ‘Swoogle’ [10][11][12]. Swoogle is among the first metadata and search engine for the
semantic web. It uses a data centric architecture and is also extensible – meaning the different components can work
independently and interact with one another through the database. Each sentence in a semantic document is tagged by RDF
triplets. These triplets
To compute the importance of each Semantic document, Swoogle uses the idea of ‘rank’. To be used in the search engine
later. This way, pages based on ‘rank’ may be displayed on the output screen. The search engine ‘Swoogle’ proposed is
semantically designed and incorporates three tasks Finding appropriate ontology
 Finding instance data
 Characterizing the semantic web
These activities are accomplished by four separate components – Semantic Web Document (SWD) discovery, metadata
creation, data analysis, and interface.[10] This can also be explained by four functions discovering, digesting, analysing and
serving. In the first stage, the system updates itself constantly about the different SWDs available throughout the web. Next,
at the semantic and syntactic level, metadata is created by caching snapshots of the objective details about the SWDs.
Recently, Swoogle has discovered 346,126 RDF documents with 65,747,150 triples. Although this number is still trivial in
comparison with 8,058,044,651 web pages indexed by Google, it is a big number of semantic web researchers [11].
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The next step to test the quality of the results is by using ‘context’ of the web pages. To achieve this, Web Of Belief (WOB) is
created and then is modeled in all three different worlds – The agent World, the RDF graph world and The Web. The service
component supports both human and software agents through conventional web interfaces.
V. STATISTICS
Machines find it difficult to comprehend the statistical data like graphs, tables and charts published by organizations on a
daily basis. This is because organising and analysing these datasets is found to be extremely hard. A new method like
Semantic Web shows promising results for the same.
Integrating data by linking them is found to be far more effective than a regular relational database. Scientists may put this
linked data to further investigation and research. A few assessment tests for to help researchers consolidating information
from many different sources have been defined in [13]. Moreover a number of statistical data may be compared at the same
time.
One method for integrating scattered data is by using the Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) policy. Using this method,
components can be easily interrelated and new components can be instantaneously detected and added to the network [14].
Linked Open Data (LOD) is a framework where a number of datasets are increasingly published. This mechanism has
proven to not only to be able to scale up to larger domains but also operate on sparse datasets.[15]
Another example of an application to deal with semantic data is NESSTAR [16]. NESSTAR ‘aims to streamline the process
of finding, accessing and analysing statistical information’. NESSTAR aims at making statistical information available to
machines and unlock them from being only human understandable. In NESSTAR, each data publisher uploads statistical
data in his/her own server. This data is uploaded in the form of objects which are identified by NESSTAR and is
semantically stored in a machine readable format.\

VI. CONCLUSION
Still in its rudimentary stage of research, there are a number of drawbacks that have to be overcome before Semantic Web is
fully functional. Since the idea of Semantic Web is to make the machine intelligent enough to respond to human requests, all
loopholes must be dealt with.
The first problem that we will face will be to determine which information on the Internet is truthful and which is not. There
should be a mechanism to maintain trust or credibility of the web pages. Paper 4 suggests that we do this by first selecting a
group of users that we trust. Each of these users is given the task of selecting another set of trustworthy pages/users. This
way each page is given trust value and the credibility of the page can be thus determined.
Second, in a world where everyone is taking active measure to showcase higher levels of anonymity, the Semantic Web
would contrast this goal. Information from social networking sites like Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, etc is going to be added
to the Semantic Web database through activities of users who have an account in these sites. Openness and transparency
may become a forced option.
Third, mining only the essential details from the web is going to require the best natural language processing tools
available. The currently available ones can extract useful information to an extent but they are not guaranteed to do the
same once Semantic Web is implemented.
Fourth, even when referring to the same things by different users/websites, the vocabulary used may not be the same.
There is a requirement of a tool that matches the vocabulary which if not done would be deemed incompatible and treated
separately.
These are just some of the drawbacks which will definitely be highlighted when Semantic be will be put into use. All these
deficiencies can be overcome by various technologies that are currently being researched on which will transform the
structure of Web 2.0. In any case, as illustrated below, the applications of Semantic Web still overweigh these drawbacks.
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